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Police searching for suspected thief 
by Tracy Enlow 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
"The thief usually grabbed 
whatever money he could find, 
usually $20-$50. There was, 
-------------- however, some stereo equipment 
and we have posted pictures, the 
crimes have dropped off. We think 
he's been scared away. Now, 
whenever we get a petty theft report, 
we immediately Jook for any 
familiar patterns. 
UCF Police are investigating a 
recent rash of thefts that they believe, 
are connected to one individual. 
Captain James Depuy and Officer 
James Meeks, investigators on the 
case, describe the suspect as a white 
male, approximately 24 years old, 
with dark brown hair, moustache 
and a tall, thin build. He is wanted 
for questioning by police in regard 
to a number of petty thefts that have 
been reported in the Theatre, 
Athletic and Fine Arts buildings. 
"Since December, we have 
received reports of thefts that have 
occurred in the same location, and 
that seemed to follow the same mode 
of operation," said Meeks. "From 
the information available to us, we 
feel we have been able to establish a 
definite pattern." 
"Basically, these incidences are 
what we can 'crimes of opportunity,' 
" explained Depuy. "These are not 
violent crimes. The victims usually 
aren't in any physical danger. The 
thief simply wanders around a 
certain location, waits until he sees 
an unattended purse or . an open 
bookbag, and takes what he can. 
taken from the Theatre building, 
that we would like to question this 
man about." I Police reports indicate that the 
suspect was first spotted in the 
vicinity of the Theatre building, 
loitering for such a long period of 
time that he aroused suspicion. 
When approached by officials, he 
refused to give his name and ran 
away. 
I l.1.·.' ::~. 
"So far, the reports have been pretty 
rountine We do think, however, that 
other incidences connected with this 
individual might have occurred that 
weren't reported. It would've helped 
us if they had called." 
) 
;t 
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~:::: He has since been seen around the Athletic and Fine Arts buildings. 
Again, witnesses reported the same 
episode--he was spotted, questioned, 
and chased. Police say he was 
briefly apprehended in front of the 
Athletic building. He gave a false 
name, claimed he was a student, 
and was released. In all instances, 
his presence coincided with reports 
of theft. 
rn.~-----------~ 
Depuy agreed. He said: "A lot of 
crime isn't repo1 ~ed out of shame or 
embarrassment, but we need 
information. We have checked with 
other colleges to see if he has struck 
at any other campuses, but as of now, 
nothing has turned up. " 
llll lllll 
"We assume he wasn't a student--
perhaps he's a drifter," reasoned 
Meeks. ''We would very much like 
to find him and question him. We 
have other cases that could be 
connected to the same man, though 
we have no proof." 
Depuy concluded: "Crimes such as 
these can be prevented if the 
opportunity is taken away. All the 
thief had to do was roam and wait for 
a chance. Apparently, it didn't take 
long for him to fi,nd opportunities. 
All I can say to students is, 'Be 
aware,' " 
''We began to notice similarities 
in the descriptions witnesses gave 
us in the theft reports," Depuy 
said. "From this information we 
were able to make up a composite. 
When we showed the composite to 
witnesses, all agreed that--allowing 
for· slight alterations--the man in 
lill l•lll 
the composite was the man they had 
seen." 
Meeks said: "Since he was chased 
away from the Athletic Building 
UCF study shows effects 
of Canadian migration 
by Keith Porter 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Canadian snowbirds contribute more to 
Florida than most people think--from $700 
million to $1.4 billion in additional revenue 
for the state's economy, according to a study 
released by a UCF study. 
The data, collected by a four-member team 
led by Dr. Richard Tucker, chairman of 
psychology at UCF, represents the only 
known study of it's kind. While most people 
know about the seasonal migration, there 
have been no studies conducted which 
register the migrant's impact. 
The economic finding is one of many 
contained in a study of winter "migrants" 
from Canada. The study was undertaken by 
a team of researchers who sought to 
determine what makes Florida attractive to 
older Canadians, what they do when they get 
here and their impact on the state's social 
and health services. 
The findings were based on a survey of 
4,500 Canadians who were suscribers to the 
Canada News, published in Auburndale, 
Fla. The researchers received 2,731 returns, 
which Tucker found very surprising. 
team, including Dr. Kennedy as an advisor 
(he is a member of the Canadian Studies 
program at UCF)." 
The study encompassed eight major points 
including: where are older Canadians in 
Florida, who are they, how long do they stay 
and why, what are their health needs, what 
are their housing arrangements, how do they 
utilize two distinct health care systems, what 
social services are required .and what 
support systems are developed. 
What the survey shows is that those 
Canadians that are healthy, who can afford 
it and who have no intention of severing ties 
with home and family, continue to flock to 
Florida. 
Of the estimated 1.5 mi11ion Canadians 
that visit Florida, between 15 and 25 percent 
are over 65 years of age. Most of these are 
married, own their own homes, are mostly 
upper middle class and stay for an average 
of five months. 
Average income was between $20,000 and 
$40,000 in Canadian dollars, numbers that 
surprised Dr. Tucker. 
"I had a preconceived notion that 
Canadian snowbirds were rich people who 
lived in condos, but our study showed the 
opposite," he said. "Only 20 percent lived in 
condominiums. Their primary residence 
was mobile home communities. 
Roland Ouba /Cenl rol Florido Future 
"We received the large number of 
responses, even though we were impersonal 
in our letters--with computerized mailing 
addresses, and with the letters addressed, 
'Dear reader of Canada News,'" he said. 
Three fourths of those surveyed owned 
Florida residences and pay annual property 
taxes. Additionally, 78 percent own homes 
in Canada. Tucker says this is very good for 
Florida. 
STRIKE 
UCF baseball player Bobby Kiser whiffs out in a baseball 
game lost week. The team hos been inconsistent this year 
with a record of 26-19. The next game is Wednesday at 6. 
"But we did use a distinctive letterhead of 
the state of Florida with a maple leaf in the 
middle. We also took out an ad in Canada 
News , listing those involved in the research SEE CANADIANS PAGE 7 
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Group struggles to renew n ke movement 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
An effort on April 1 to revive the 
sagging campus anti-nuclear 
movement and spark protests 
against "preparations for World 
War III" garnered spotty support 
across the nation, drawing handfuls 
of college students, high schoolers 
and community activists to various 
demonstrations. 
The NBAU network asked peace 
advocates to "take the war decisions 
out of the hands of world leaders," 
saying it's useless to plead with 
leaders for policy changes. 
BAU's Stephanie Tang says the 
nationwide turnout was about what 
her group expected, with students 
from some 250 colleges and high 
schools participating. 
In Santa Barbara, Calif., eight 
"juveniles" were arrested "for 
impeding traffic" after drawing 
chalk diagrams of "bodies" that had 
"died," Alder says. 
"We are advocating individual 
responsibility," says Tracy Stein of 
NBAU's Atlanta chapter. 
Compared to the number of people 
who were at campus anti-nuclear 
demonstrations in the springs of 
1983 and 1984 and at anti-apartheid 
protests in 1985 and 1986, relatively 
few students responded to the 
handbills NBAU distributed to 
campuses in dozens of communities 
across the country. 
In some places, crowd sizes "went 
way beyond our expectations," says 
NBAU spokesman Peter Alder. 
But numbers were hard to confirm, 
and in some cases local officials 
disputed NBAU's reports of "actions" 
and confrontations. 
Dan Barbash, a second-year 
biology major at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, saw "about 
10 people with banners" protesting 
the school's Strategic Defense 
Initiative (SDI) research. 
It was the third annual effort of a 
San Francisco-based group called 
No Business As Usual (NBAU) to 
revive anti-war sentiment on 
campuses. 
Supreme Court~ 
not discrimination 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
In ruling that Santa Clara's (Cal.) 
Transportation Department did not break the law 
when it promot.ed Diana Joyce over Paul Johnson, 
who scored Mgher in a promotion test, the U.S. 
Supreme Court determined several points of law 
that will, observers say, have a direct impact on 
campus women. 
The court ruled: 
• That employers who have adopted voluntary 
"affirmative action,, plans- programs meant to 
rectify past discriminatory practices- can 
consider applicants' gender as one factor in 
making hiring decisions. 
• That those employers don't have to present 
evidence of specific instances of past 
discrimination in making affirmative action 
hiring decisions. 
In this case, Santa Clara's· Transportation 
Department had adopted a plan to promote women 
into some of its 238 skilled craft jobs, all of which 
were held by men. 
When an opening for one of the jobs came up, 
Joyce and Johnson both applied. 
Both took oral exams and were graded 
subjectively, much in the same way promotion 
and tenure decisions are made on many 
campuses. 
Crowds at NBAU's teach-ins, 
marches and dramatic "die-ins"-
in which people flopped to the ground 
after imaginary nuclear blasts-
were generally small, various 
observers report. 
At Emory University in Atlanta, a 
series of speakers took the stage 
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Cox Hall, 
where up to 60 students, hospital staff 
and faculty listened to messages 
SEE NUKES PAGE 5 
Don Wiltoklnd/Cen1ral Florida Fu1ure 
Johnson scored a 75, compared to Joyce's 73. The 
department, however, gave the job to Joyce 
because it would help meet its goal of giving more 
women skilled craft jobs. 
LEMON AID 
Johnson sued in response, charging the 
department with "reverse discrimination" 
against him. 
In its 6-3 decision last week, the Supreme Court 
effectively approved the department's decision to 
hire Joyce despite her lower oral test score. 
A UCF student makes a point with his new model car from an Orlando used car dealer. This car 
features all the latest extras. The owner claims this used car features trouble by the second. The 
new lemon styled roof mounted ornament is not unique, but is always available somewhere for an 
outrageous price. If you already have a lemon and need some Lemon Aid, Florida now has a 
lemon law. For assistance call Action Reporter Ellen McFarland of Channel 6 at 291-600J. Or call the 
Florida Consumer Protection Agency toll free at 1-800-342-2176. 
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•PASSOVER 
The UCF Jewish Student 
Union will host a Passover 
party for a11 area Jewish 
college students. 
It will be held at the JCC, 
Saturday April 18, at 8 p.m. 
Admission is free. for more 
info contact Mort Razwoski 
at 645-3637. 
•PHONE SCAM 
Lubbock, Tex., police say 
2 000 dorm residents passed 
around at le st six MCI long 
distance codes, and made as 
much as $1 mil1ion in 
unpaid long distance phone 
c lls . 
MCI sa s it will give 
tudents a two-\ eek grace 
p riod in ' hich to pa for the 
11 and then ' ill press 
th eft ch rges against those 
'ho don t pa . 
L t f: 11 1 I found 1,150 
orth Te ' s tate U. 
tudent m de un uthorized 
a lls nd o far has 
collected $ 365, 000 in 
payments. 
Police suspect a computer 
hacker found the Texas Tech 
MCI codes by random 
calling with his computer. 
•BANKRUPT 
A bill to collect student 
loans from bankrupt 
graduates - introduced last 
week by Sen. Robert Stafford 
(R-Vt.) and Rep. E. Thomas 
Coleman (R-Mo.)-would 
not let people get out of 
repaying Guaranteed 
Student Loans or Perkins 
Loans by declaring 
bankruptcy. 
•BIRTH CONTROL 
Some 58 percent of the 
nation's collegians say they 
use contraceptives when they 
have sex and 50 percent said 
abortion was the best solution 
to unwanted preganacies, the 
April 13 edition of People 
maga2-ine reports. 
• COORS BOYCOTT 
St. John's U.'s student 
government, the Student 
Association of the State U. of 
New York, the U.S. Student 
Association, the National 
Council of College 
Democrats and several City 
U. of New York student 
groups have endorsed a 
boycott of Coors Beer to protest 
Coors' labor policies. 
The boycott, erratically 
active on many midwestern 
and western campuses since 
1969, is a response to the 
company's initial efforts to 
market its beer in the 
Northeast. 
•GREEKS DRINK MORE 
A study released last week 
by U. Minnesota's Student 
Organization Development 
Center found fraternity and 
sorority members tended to 
have lower grades than 
independent students, and 
tend to have more 
problems-from missing 
class to having unpleasant 
sexual encounters-
associated with alcohol use. 
At Lamar U. in Beaumont, 
Tex., police said they suspect 
Harold Thomas, 25, died 
during hazing rituals 
performed by the Omega Psi 
Phi chapter. 
• FLORIDA STUDENTS 
A coalition of U. Florida 
students and professors has 
asked the state Dept. of 
Community Affairs to stop 
UF from developing a 
research park next to 
campus. 
The coalition says the park, 
designed to draw high-tech 
manufacturers to the area, 
would pose environmental 
hazards to area drinking 
water. 
• CIA TRIALS BEGIN 
Testimony began April 8 
in court trials of 60 
activists-Abbie Hoffman 
and Amy Carter among 
them-arrested during an 
anti-CIA demonstration at 
the U. Massachusetts-
Amherst on Nov. 24, 1986. 
The defendants have all 
pleaded not guilty, hoping to 
prove their actions were 
designed to prevent "illegal" 
CIA activities in Central 
America. 
• ANIMAL RIGHTS 
The U.S. Supreme Court 
April 6 let stand a lower 
court ruling that private 
citizens have no standing to 
sue publicly funded research 
labs that experiment on live 
animals. 
An animal rights group at 
Berkeley, meanwhile, last 
week sued the U. Cal at 
Berkeley to stop it from 
allegedly "mistreating 
research animals" in its 
science labs. 
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Faculty salaries rise 5. 9 percent 
Rocky Mountain states earned only $44,020. 
Staff Report New England full professors at 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE baccalaureate institutions earned nearly 
---------------- $44,000 while those in the west and south-
Faculty salary levels continued their slow central states made less than $33,000. 
climb in 1986-87, registering a 5.9 percent "The study presents a contradictory picture 
gain, a new study of 1,900 institutions by the this time," Molotsky admits. "Some states 
American Association of University are in financial trouble, particularly oil-
Professors (AAUP) says. producing states, but some are discussing the 
Even after allowing for inflation, faculty quality of education and realizing you can't 
members this year are making 3.9 percent have high quality without increasing 
more than last year. teachers' salaries." 
The AAUP says it's the best increase in Some states, moreover, see teacher salaries 
more than 15 years. as a way out of their budget problems. 
The hikes, however, still leave the average "There's a growing awareness that higher 
c<Jllege teacher with 10 percent less education plays a major role in economic 
purchasing power than he or she had in 1970, development on a local and state level," says 
and AAUP officials fear rising inflation Robert Nielsen, spokesman for the 
rates could slow future gains. American Federation of Teachers, a 
An Education Department study released teachers' union. 
in March reported faculty salaries in 1985- "States have to diversify to replace the 
86 rose 6.4 percent, but real salary increases voids in their economy caused by things like 
were only 3.4 percent after being adjusted the agriculture and energy problems. As 
for inflation. long as schools are responsive to this need to 
"It's the best increase in 15 years," says diversify, I think faculty salaries will 
AAUP spokeswoman Iris Molotsky. "But continue to go up." 
using 1970 as a base, purchasing power has "I suppose this year may signal a leveling-
yet to catch up, and there is concern about off or the tail end of the increases, but 
inflation increasing again." salaries still are better than they were two or 
Since the early 1980s, schools have worked three years ago," Nielsen says. 
to bring up lagging faculty salaries to stem a The AAUP report also noted discrepancies 
"brain drain" of top teachers into more between ma.le and female faculty salaries. 
lucrative careers in other fields. Men holding full professorships averaged 
Administrators repeatedly say the effort is a $46,070, but women earned only $40,630. 
major reason why tuition has gone up much At the assistant professorship level, "the 
faster than the inflation during the decade. gap is not so wide, but the disparity is still 
Average salaries for full professors rose there," Molotsky says. Men earned $28,910 
from $42,300 last year to $45,530 in 1986-87. while women averaged $26,180. 
Associate professor salaries averaged 
$33,820, assistant professors earned $27,920 "At the higher (faculty and 
and instructors salaries averaged $21,330. administrative) levels, you get into old, 
The study shows northeastern, mid- established, male-oriented hiring and 
Atlantic and Pacific states registered the tenure practices," she adds. 
largest salary increases. 
Full professors at doctoral institutions in "You can't generalize the sex gap because 
Pacific states, for example, averaged there's a great discrepancy between 
salaries topping $55,600, while those in disciplines and types of institutions." 
THE HAIR SHOP 
IJ_ Precision Style Cut $9.00 
.. ,~ FULL SERVICE SALON 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. WALK-INS WELCOME 
(Wlnn·Dlxle Cente~) 282•1700 
UNION PARK Dally 9.5 • Thurs. 'tll 8 
p I u s 
The pregnancy test for your 
e¥ies onlv · ·~"'~'!'K'.'-. 'I 1• .':·:77~ ·.-1.~...,,~~~, o ) •t u Private, portable, and easy to read, e.p.L Plus·· :11··.· ,... . ~ 
can tell you if you're pregnant in as fast as : ~ : . ·Il!j, E 
10 minutes. And in 30 mlnu"' If you',.. not. • ~ 
You can use it as soon as one day after a . E 
missed period. e.p.t. Plus, a fast and easy · ~ 
way to know for sure. S;; 
~ 
@) 
United Parcel Service I ~ I 
Part-Time Positions Available 
United .Parcel Service will be 
accepting applications. for 
part-time loaders and unloaders. 
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour. 
Please sign up for an interview 
appointment in the Career Resource 
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an 
equal opportunity employer. 
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m. 
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday 
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day . 
. •
,, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
" 
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College suicide rate is higher for men 
tragedies may encourage "They're trying to protect says, "women didn't lea e the University of Idaho's 
Staff Report others to destroy themselves. the family," she adds. men. They had no place to Student Counseling Center, 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE "The very things that The recent set of statistics go, no education. ow, traces students' suicidal 
The suicide rate is going 
up again for young people 
aged 15 to 24, a recent study 
shows. But, suicides 
probably happen more 
frequently than the statistics 
suggest, health officials say. 
It is rising, other campus 
officials report, despite more 
student willingness to use 
co11ege-provided counseling 
services. 
College men, moreover, 
are more prone to destroy 
themselves than women, the 
studies show. 
The reason, some say, is 
that some men can't cope 
with women's growing 
social and economic 
independence from men. 
The cure, other officials 
warn, may reside in 
everything from making 
colleges treat students more 
"caringly" to restricting 
news coverage of suicides. 
And at a March 27 press 
conference in Washington, 
D.C., four suicide 
prevention experts warned 
news accounts of such 
make a news story are the also show that young men are women have many options. feelings to some kind of loss, 
very things that may cause a five times as likely to "Dependency," she adds, be it money, a relationship or 
suicide: the lurid details," commit suicide as are young "is very much connected to even free time. 
warned Dr. Herbert Pardes women, and college-age suicide in men, since Students also suffer 
of Columbia University. young men are twice as dependency is not acceptable symptoms of emotional and 
Whatever the reasons, the likely to kill themselves as in ~en. When a man feels physical illnesses when 
suicide rate is rising. In a are boys age 15 to 19. he is dependent, he feels certain lifestyle needs are 
November, 1986 study, the By 1980, the rate for young helpless and out of control." frustrated, Indiana State 
Centers for Disease Control men had reached 20.2 Dickstein cites a recent University Professor 
(CDC)foundthatin1984,the suicides per 100,000, article in.' Th~ Men's Emeritus Charles Nelson 
suicide rate was 12.5 deaths compared with 4.3per100,000 Journal, m which a male said in a recent study of 
per 100,000 people aged 15 to females. author said that breakups campus suicide. 
24. Researchers think young bring heartbreak to women, Colleges themselves, most 
The numbers represent an men are less able to deal with but that "men suffer a of the experts agree, can help. 
increase from 1983, when the changing relations between breaking of the spirit." "The university is a major 
suicide rate was 11.9 per the sexes and less likely to ~other re~soll: ~he c~mpus intervention in the lives of 
100,000 young people. resolve emotions of grief and smc1de rate is nsmg is that its students," Nelson wrote, 
The numbers however sorrow than are women. students have "a higher adding that institutions 
also obscure the fact th~ Leah D.ickstein of the pressure quotient" than in should develop programs to 
suicide rate in 1980 was 12.3 Louisville (Ky.) School of the past, says John Hipple, help students cope with 
per 100,000 young people, Medicine calls it the "White Ph.D., of North Texas State stress. 
meaning the problem has Knight Complex," in which University and the National Leighton Whitaker, the 
stayed nearly the same young men are raised to Center for Health Statistics. director of psychological 
through the decade. deny emotions and "You leave your family- services at Swarthmore 
There may, in fact, be even dependency needs. your support system-when College, recommends 
more suicides than the CDC Even today, many young you go away to college," he schools "care for" students, 
indicates. men grow up expecting adds. "You might feel alone. rather than show "normal 
"Coroners will say, '1'11 do traditional male/female There are financial disintere::. ~." 
anything I can do not to relationships, Dickstein pressures: College costs are Faculty and staff, 
document a suicide,' " says says, although women are going up, and it's getting Whitaker, says can "erode 
Julie Perlman, executive now more likely to break off harder to get (financial) the foundations of self-
director of the American a relationship. aid." destructiveness" in 
Association of Suicidology. "In the past," Dickstein Donald Kees, director of depressed or angry students. 
Don't-Rent! NUKES FROM PAGE 3 about too many bombs and bad foreign policy, says 
Donna Beaver, a 
photographer for The Emory 
Wheel, the campus paper. 
"More people showed up 
after classes, and students 
held banners" protesting 
"preparations" for World 
War III, she adds. . 
Emory freshman Katie 
Moss says some 
demonstrators stopped 
passersby in downtown 
Atlanta to talk about U.S. 
policy in Nicaragua and the 
Middle East. 
In Las Vegas, students 
marched along casino row, 
"dying" at interval$ along 
the way, and then again at 
the federal building, Alder 
reports. 
Own Your Own! 
At the University of 
California, Berkeley, art 
students put on a World War 
III art show in Sproul Plaza, 
featuring a "War Zone 
Tour" complete with 
synthesized music, sirens 
and bomb whistles. 
Similar "tours" were 
planned at other universities 
that NBAU alleges do SDI 
research. 
2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus on Alafaya Trail 
Become Your Own Landlord 
Many smart UCF students who 
own their own apartments have 
rommates to help share ex-
penses. Come and see why and 
how the parents of these 
tudents have chosen to buy a 
townhome for their sons and 
daughters. It's a good deal for 
everyone and you'll want one 
too! 
$340 IIPi1* 
No Closing Costs. 
oaJ,tef, ~ ~lled ceilings lJ Open, Spacious plan 
Large master bedroom suite 
cable TV available 
Sparkling skylights 
Charming loft 
Furnished kitchen 
Purchase Price 
Includes: 
0 Refrigerator 
Furnished model open daily l:&~ .. ·- . ..:- _ ..:..:_- ;: -:~ - ~:it'- ' 0 Washer and Dryer 
Mon.-Sat. lOAM - 6PM. ~M.. " .J11i1it • ·all& 0 Blinds 
un. 12 noon. 6P . ~ Fox Hunt Lanes 0 Pad.Ue Fans 
- ....._ 
* Sale price 553,900, S2, 700 down. 551,200 mortgage, 7% AR.M., plus or minus 2% Annual Cap, lifetime Cap 13% 
Adjusted to 1-yeor T-8111. A.P.R. 8% or Low Axed Rotes. 
The NBAU claims 
Berkeley High School 
students also marched to the 
university, but the school's 
principal an secretary say 
they have no knowledge of 
student involvement. 
In Honolulu, high school 
kids "died" in classrooms, 
coinciding with a daily air-
raid signa 1. 
High schoolers in 
Virginia P Va., 
walked out of ttve schools 
and gathe~-ed in a park. 
A!~er " 1c:::o says 1 
stu 'ents .. -· ... 1,ol~ Ly µolice to 
disperse, but instead shouted, 
"Hell no! We won't go!" 
But police nfficer Lewis B. 
Thurston says there was "no 
confrontation." 
6, The Central Florido Future. Apfil 14. 1987 
Graduates should 'pray' for 
greater job opportunities 
So Kenney says he's done "zero" recruiting 
by Lisa Jeon Silva in recent years. 
COUEGE PRE~SERVICE At the nearby Oregon Institute of 
Technology, placement director Ted Dobson 
The spring hiring season on campus says recruiting at the Klamath Falls campus 
seems to be spotty, depending on students' was "almost identical to last year. The 
majors and on local economies, college number of actual hires seems to be up. 
placement officials and corporate recruiters "It has something to do with the business 
say. climate. Lots of aerospace companies" 
At Lehigh University in Bethelehem, Pa., recruited on campus, though a few 
for example, placement office director "cancelled appointments if they didn't get 
Eugene Seeloff says the best advice he can (government) contracts. 
give job hunters in the Class of '87 is: "Boeing Aircraft (which prospered in 1986) 
"pray." is the largest single recruiting company of 
But at the University of Chicago, on- our students," Dobson adds, noting the firm 
campus recruiting is "up 300 percent from seems less interested in "business tech" 
last year," reports placement director majors than in engineers this spring. 
Muriel Stone. The job traffic has made Dobson 
While there are no comprehensive figures "cautiously optimistic for this year." 
yet on how the Class of '87 is doing in Lehigh's Seeloff has a gloomier forecast. 
finding jobs, the College Placement "Students are having a greater difficulty 
Council-with 164 campus placement offices getting the jobs they want as quickly," he 
across the country-found the total number says. 
of job offers made to bachelor's candidates "More small companies are recruiting, 
by January 1, 1987, was 4,185, down from and they're not set up the same as the Fortune 
6,566 a year earlier. 100 companies. The major employers-IBM, 
At Chicago, Stone notes accounting and General Electric-have reduced needs." 
engineering majors seem to be having the And, Seeloff observes, hiring takes longer. 
best luck finding jobs. The recruitment process "is getting stretched 
Engineers are less in demand out west, out. I don't know exactly what's driving it." 
says Gale Kenney, a recruiter for Lockheed Though Lehigh is a major engineering 
Shipbuilding and Aerospace Co. in Seattle. school, the engineering market is "soft right 
"I'm in a decline mode; laying off people," now," while the business market "held 
Kenney says. "I wouldn't have to hire for steady by accounting," Seeloff adds. 
another two years even if (Lockheed) got a "There's more activity from banks." 
(government) contract." Louisiana State University MBA 
candidate Suzanne Hautot, for example, was 
Kenney says Lockheed and other West offered a credit analyst job by MBank in 
Coast companies no longer win government Dallas, Tex., for $28,000 a year. 
contracts because, "our labor rates are too Though she's fairly certain she'll take the 
high. We can't bid competitively since we job, Hautot says, "I'm still going on some 
pay an average of three dollars more an other office visits" before making up her 
hour" than do eastern companies. mind. 
GRADUATING BUSINESS SENIORS! 
WANTED 
Immediate positions 
available for full-time 
food servers & 
Hostess/Host 
1375 Semoran Blvd. 
APPLY IN PERSON AT: !~l~lll~IE»~B.lv~·J:. 
Before 11 :00 and after 2:00 
• Permanent Hair Removal now In Orlando! 
• Specializing exclusively In the 
Insulated Bulbous Probe Method 
• Proven Immediate Results with 
Comfortable Treatments 
• Featured In Leading Magazines and seen on 
"Good Morning America" 
260·5715 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER ONLY! 
--------------------------I FREE 12 HOUR TREATMENT I 
I • By Appointment Only • A $30 Value I I WITH THIS COUPON, EXPIRES 4/15/87 I 
L--------------------------1 
PRUDENTIAL HAS EXPANDEDI 
The UCF Counseling and Testing Center and 
Student Government 
America's largest insurance and financial 
service company has opened a new of-
fice in South Orlando and has openings 
for multi-level agents and registered 
representatives. An excellent opportunity 
with extensive financial product line, ex-
cellent benefits and training program. For 
a confidential interview, call Mike Richter 
at (305) 857-1371. · 
The Prudential @iii 
...._.... 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
SELF ·SERVICE 
COPIES 
SC 
At Kinko we offer the highe ' t quality copies at a very low 
price. Our ther ·ervices include binding, collating and a 
· If- rve work pace tocked with all the things you need 
t put to ther that project or pr po al. Try Kinko's. For 
great c pie . And gr at deal . 
kinko•s 
Open early. Open late. 
Open weekends. 
127 West Fairbanks 
(Across from Bailey's) 
plenty of off-street ligh ed 
parking 
{305) 628-5255 
M-F: 7 a.m.-9 p.m. 
SAT: 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
SUN: 2 noon-9 p.m. 
present ... 
Dr. Pete Fisher 
and 
Mrs. Ellen Bolves 
Values Clarification, Series I: 
L idlll """t: I~::rn JL:"'< 1m.:~:.._,, .:::• llhi:i 
·~FALLING IN;-· I ~ 
I . LOVE ~ l :----· ~ ........ ~.
The cherrdstry ... the questions ... the needs ... 
the doubts ... the realities. .. the Joys! 
Saturday, April 18, 
9:30 am- 12:30 pm 
in the S.C.A., Free Admission 
For Reservations, call the Counseling and Testing Center 
at275-2811 
YetAno"ther~ of ... 
Student Govermnent 
.·:·::::::~HH~m 
11~ 
(Student Center Auditorium) 
Umft<e~ C~wlUl~ OOrurmmte~ 
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Dr. Tucker agreed. 
CANADIA S 
FROM PAGE 1 
"'They are convinced that coming to 
Florida and traveling extends their life, and 
----------------- this was cited as a major reason," said 
"They are giving an incredible amount Tucker. Bu this may be a problem for the 
of money to Florida. They are paying top- Canadian government. With average 
dollar property taxes because they are not expenditures each month of$1200 and and 
eligible for the Homestead exemption. They average stay of five months, between 77 
essential]y pay for services from a county in mi1lion and $1.4 billion is being absorbed 
which they reside and live in only five into Florida's economy that could be going 
months a year." into Canada's. 
There was a special focus on how Despite this great impact, there is little 
Canadians use Florida's health and social promotion of the older Canadian connection, 
service systems. The majority reported that the study indicates. Tourism offices in both 
they had a family physician in Canada, Florida and Canada cou1d provide little 
most went to this doctor for a checkup before information. While a lack of knowledge 
leaving home, many filled their may be why such data has not been 
prescriptions and eight out of ten reported considered, "it could be a conscious decision 
that they carried out of country health not to encourage any further growth of older 
insurance. migrants who might require health care and 
One reason for this is that each province social services," the study concluded. 
has it's own health plan (much like our If this is the case, the study found that the 
social security), but with wide-ranging migrants returned to Canada if 
benefits. After age 65, Canadians do not pay hospitalization occurred, thereby 
into the system any more, yet receive free contradicting the rationale by the State of 
hospitalization, free doctor's visits and free Florida. 
prescription drugs. The distribution of those responding 
When it came to social services, such as covered all of Florida, with the heaviest 
visiting nurses, special transportation and concentrations in the following counties: 
senior centers, there was little reported use. Charlotte, Lake, Pinelias and in Panama 
Senior centers, for instance, attracted only 2 City: 
percent of the respondents. "To Floridians, Panama City does not 
One reason for the general health of the seem to be a vacation hotspot, but to the 
snowbirds is that Florida's sunshine and Canadians, Panama City is great," said 
good climate is thought to improve one's life. Tucker. 
~ 
· THE NOT 1/C/lET 10 !~~f!n~! 
lcelandair Direct to Luxembourg from Orlando 
is only $699 round trip! 
• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium. 
• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical 
Eurailpasses are available. 
• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per 
week short term and even lower for long term rentals.* 
• Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19 
European Countries.** 
• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and 
Frankfurt. 
•We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore/Washington 
and Orlando. J8f. 
ICELANDAIR j/9f 
CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT. 
Subscribe to The Wall Street Journal, 
and enjoy. student ?avings of up to ~· That1s quite 
a bargam, espeaally when you consider what it 
really represents: Tuition for the real world. 
lro 7tili~~ soo-2s7-i200,~ loo6 ~~~ I Or mail to . The Wall Street Journal. 500 3rd Ave. W .. Seattle, WA 98119 I 
I 0 end me 15 weeks for $26. 0 Payment enclosed. 0 Bill me later. I ame _______________ _ 
I tudent I.D.11 Grad. Month/Year I Addre~----------------
1 
City tate __ Zip 
School Ma1oc_______ I 
I Tilt-<. pn.,... ~I\' ;:,hd for~ l1mn...t Um< fnr•l•dr11ts.,,.i, m thcconhncn~J US. By pt..dnr 1""' ;~NT ul~•nuTh~w.ill~~su~h;~~ I 
Pen Mi.a. 7714 dailn/Jarrnf lh.eAmt'T1C11Ttdrrom 0 1986DowJon:..J. 
I ·222·33RO. Ext IJ6b · • · & Comp&ny. Inc: 
----------
• 
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Year end banquet 
gives Future staff a 
pat on the back 
Last Saturday, The Central Florida Future held 
their annual banquet. About 50 journalists, 
politicians, professors and members of the Board 
of Publications joined in the festivities, which 
included an awards ceremony. The evening was 
enjoyed by all. 
Does this sound like a press release? Well, in a 
way it is. Occasionally, an organization likes to 
"toot its own horn" in our paper through the 
aforementioned press release or some other 
method. This time, we'd like to do it ourselves, by 
providing the names of the winners of the awards 
and the reason they won. All awards were voted 
on by The Central Florida Future staff as a whole. 
Best writer: This award was captured by Alain 
Levi of the Confetti section. Levi has written 
numerous features which varied from UCF plays 
to an FBI agent. He is also the assistant editor of 
the section. AlthoughThe Central Florida Future 
eternally suffers from a lack of writers, this 
award did not go uncontested, as a number of 
good, young writers have appeared on these pages 
this year. 
Best Area Editor: This award was also taken by 
a Confetti section member, this time Cindy 
Cowen. Although Cowen was a freshman when 
she took the job, she handled herself well and 
came up with new, fresh ideas every week. She 
will spearhead the leadership of The Central 
Florida Future in the future (no pun intended.) 
Best Editorial Staffer: This award went to the 
editor behind the editor. Most people don't know 
much about any paper's managing editor because 
they handle a great deal of the work, but almost 
none of the visual assignments. For handling a 
job with few thanks, Chris Richcreek won this 
category. 
Best Ad Rep: This should be renamed the Alan 
Rosenberg award for the best person selling 
advertising.Rosenberg has won the award two 
years in a row because he practically owns the 
newspaper with all of the advertising he sells. He 
will be graduating in the spring, and he will be 
sorely missed. 
Best Business Staffer: This award went to 
Shellie Snyder, who seemed to have a lot of 
different positions in the business department. 
Eventually, she ended up as the advertising 
manager. She will also be graduating at the end 
of the summer. 
An honorary award was also given out to June 
Thompkins for years of quality service as our 
fiscal assistant. 
All in all, everyone had a good time. And 
unlike Student Government, who uses student 
money to pay for their end-of-the-year banquet, 
we paid for the whole thing ourselves, thank you 
very much. 
And if you think that was a deliberate insult, 
just remember, the annual Student Government 
- Central Florida Future soft.ball game is only 
three days away. 
~he Central Florida Future ~.!~~ 25000, Orlando, FL 32816 (305) !75-2601 orZ75-286S 
Editor in Chief 
Managing Editor 
Copy Editor 
News Editor 
Sports Editor 
Photo Editor 
Art Director 
Business Manager 
Advertising Manager 
Production Manager 
Ad Production Manager 
Publishing Systems Coordinator 
Classified Ad Manager 
Subscriptions Manager 
Don Wittekind 
Chris Richcreek 
Todd Lutz 
steve Pustelnyk 
Kathy Johnson 
Donna Calloway 
Theresa Altomare 
Pa Stephenson 
Shel ie Snyder 
L eGood :n 
The morality poll results are here! 
Okay, folks, it's the moment you've all been 
waiting for. I've got the results of my State of the 
Nation/Morality survey. 
Now before we go any further, let me explain 
what we have here. This survey is exactly the 
same as one issued by a religious group calling 
themselves Coral Ridge Ministries. They 
claimed they were trying to get a true picture of 
how our nation thought by sending out a survey 
that started, "Dear Christian Friend." 
Obviously, that survey is only going to get the 
Christian opinion. On a whim, I decided to 
republish the survey, minus only the reference to 
Christian friends. 
To make a long story short, thi~ is actually the 
UCF version of the morality survey. I suppose our 
survey includes Christians and non-Christians 
alike. 
Anyway, in all truth we only received 40 
answers to the survey. While that may sound like 
a pretty pathetic number, I can tell you that in 
three years of working at this paper the most 
successful survey we had run before this had 
brought in 4 answers. 
That's right, while 40 responses may not be a 
lot, it is 400 percent better than any other survey we 
have ever run. 
So, while we cannot call this a representative 
sampling of UCF, we can get an idea of how 
lllfjlll 
college students think. The survey is published 
below, so I'll only cover a few key points. 
The question most of us probably would be most 
interested in is "Do you believe that extramarital 
sex is wrong under any circumstances?" 
The results: 30 percent - yes, 68 percent no, and 
two percent - undecided. I guess that two percent is 
figuring in how many beers they have to drink 
first. i pointed this question out because most 
people seem to think that college students are even 
more permissive than that. 
The other interesting result is a comparison of 
the questions on homosexuals. It seems that 72 
percent of you would let a homosexual teach your 
children, but only 45 percent of you would vote for 
a qualified homosexual for president. 
An inconsistency in attitudes? I don't know, 
you tell me. 
Anyway, space runs short, take some time to 
peruse the results and if you have any questions, 
feel free to write or call in and we'll be happy to 
give you any other information we might have. 
I ~k 
NO UNO. 
Do you believe that extramarital sex 
is wrong under any circumstances? 
,, 
• 
• 
KNIGH1LIFE 
KNIGHTLIFE 
by Jorge A. Gratacos 
by Jorge A. Gratacos 
~ise tlie araw6riage, tliey 're 
rigfit 6diina me! 
DID YOU HEAR THE 
ONE ABOUT ... ? 
What is humor? Humor is both 
a psychological and ? 
physiological phenomenon. Its 
psychological .because 
recognizing something as 
being funny is a. mental ~r 
cognitive function thats 
actually good for you. H.~mor 
and play can pos1t1vely 
enhance your .moods .and 
emotions by helping to r~lleve 
tension and anxiety, erad1cs:ite 
boredom, and defend against 
depression. On the other ha.nd, 
humor is psychological 
because the effects of 
laughter are quite similar to 
exercise. Laughter has b~.en 
proven to have a pos1t1ve 
influence on blood pres~ure, 
heart rate, muscular react1o~s, 
and the release of endorphins 
and neurotransmitters (the 
"natural high"). 
wow, if humor is the best 
thing since sliced bread, ~ow 
can I make it a part of my life? 
Fear not, young grasshopper, 
JPCK, '40U OON'\ ~~\\Je 
\o u~ ZO~e.AR-0\..0 ~AR 
111P U\~Uf\0e 10 ov\. 
lt-1\~eo/Q M'{ SON. ? 
the answer is close at hand. 
Here are some suggestions for 
implementing more humor in 
your life: 
l) Learn to laugh at yourself ( 
you might as well, everyone 
else is laughing at you anyway). 
2) Stand on your head inside 
the elevator of the 
administative building. 
3) Smile more; it'll trick your 
brain into thinking you're happy. 
4) Invite Eddie Murphy to 
dinner. 
If you would like to find out 
more about the value of humor 
and play in your life, you are 
cordially invited to attend The 
Humor Workshop on Friday, 
April 17, 10:00 AM, at the Health 
Resource Center. 
Hey Swatters- Every one of you 
come to our last get-together 
of the year at the Health 
Resource Center, Tuesday, 
April 21 starting at 2:30 PM. On 
the agenda: electing a 
president for the summer term, 
massage (fun!), and 12 tons of 
pizza. It should be a kickin' 
time. 
By Darin Brown 
by ~ Iichn I Fry 
281-5841 
•"FOR ~ ONLY; WHAT EVERY 
MATURE WOMAN NEEDS TO 
KNOW ABOUT HER HEAL TH" 
12 Noon - 1 p.m ., Health Resource Ctr. 
TODAY, Exercise As A Way to Health 
and Confidence 
April 21, Successfully Completing 
Menopause 
Our Weight Watchers class isn't quite 
full. To join, call Terri at x584 l. 
+ NURSES NOTES + 
[Mi]~[Q)~~#\ lffi©[N]~ 
Do- Take entire prescription 
as directed. 
Do- Stop medication and 
report any suspected 
reaction or side effect. 
Don't-Take "leftover" or 
someone else's 
medicine. This maycover 
symptoms, distort lab 
results, or even worse 
cause an adverse . 
reaction. 
Alpha Tau Omega 
This Saturday night at 6:00 p.m. is 
Initiation with party following 
Immediately afterwords. The banquet 
was great. Congratulations to 
everyone. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Congratulations to all those who won 
awards at banquet. Welcome to all our 
new brothers. Thank you to all who 
helped during Greek Week. the 
Intramural tournaments are coming up 
so be ready to support our teams. 
Everyone study hard these last couple of 
weeks and then Sig Ep weekend w ill be 
here. Thank you also to our great little 
sisters for your help. 
lflilil tifill 
College Democrats 
Membership Is open to all students. 
Meetings are held every Tue. In STUDENT 
CENTER ROOM 217 at 6 p.m. Need more 
Info. please leave message on answer 
machine by colling 275-4394. 
Omicron Delta Epsllon 
The Economics Honors Society open to 
all students with an Interest In 
Economics. For more information call 
Rob Alexander at the Economics 
Department275-2465. 
UCF Alkldo Club 
Japanese fine art self defense 
coordination mental and physical 
training. Classes Mon Wed Fri 7-9 pm Sat 
9-11 am Sun 1-3 pm Multipurpose room 
Education Bldg. 
Students for George Bush-now In 
formation stage. If Interested call Brian 
at 425-1802. 
UCF Surf Club 
Meetings still Wednesday at 5 p .m. 
room 336 In the Health and Physics 
Building. Don't miss out. you snooze, you 
lose. 
ACS-SA is offering three $200 academic 
scholarships to outstanding chemistry 
students. Interested students are 
encouraged to pick up an application 
In the chemistry office. 
UCFClrcleK 
Join Circle K for .a summer of fun!!! Circle 
K ls a service organization our meetings 
are Wednesday Nights at 5:00 p.m. In 
PC2 - room 107. stop by and feel the 
energy!! 
llL'lllt!Atlt 
Female Rm. Share Executive home 
furnished bedrm. Kitchen and more in 
Christian Environment. References. 679-
8222 $230.00 mth. 
Non-smoking~ responsible, clean 
roommate for private, furnished room 
and both. Wosher/dryer. No pets. Two 
miles from UCF @ Dean & University. $250 
Covers all. Leave message at 679-2473. 
HELP! 
\Tr. i the \"olunteer Income Tax 
i tance prosrram. I IRS trained 
volunteer can help _-ou to complete 
your t31· turn. 
Share 3bdrm/2ba house. 1 e from 
UCF $190/mo + 1/ 3 t.Xltil. Avail May 1. 282-
3614 eves/wi<ends 
Female needs some for 2b/ 2b. 1 mile 
from UCF. All oppl .. $200 + 1/ 2, contact 
Julie 281-4584 after 7:00 p .m. or leave 
message a t wOfk 423-3426. 
Female roommate wanted to share 2 
bedroom 2 1/2 both apt. $225 a month 
call Joyce at 273-8360. 
Very responsib le non~moker; 2 bed/2 
both, nearby; 220/mo.-Jo 273-6436 
PAV NO RENT FOR JUNE! Have your own 
room for only $140.00 per month p lus 1/3 
of utili ties. Female. non-smoking. 
available May 1. located in Forest 
Highlands. Cali 277-4249. 
Roommate wanted: Nice two bedroom 
two bath townhouse. 10 minute walk to 
campus. Immediate occupancy. Cali 
Dave 658-0073. 
lfillllllliTfil 
Avoid Alafaya Trail Traffic! Have 2brm .. . 
2bth. duplex with washer and dryer. 
Have to break lease because of 
medical reasons. Need to taker over as 
of May 1st. Please Help! Call 273-6744 
ask for Shelley. 
1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme PS. 
PB, PW and more Perfectty running and 
stereo/Hi-Fi. Leaving Orlando to Study 
abroad. Must sell to pay for trip. Asking 
only $2750. Ca Dan al 699-6839. 
1976 Honda CMc . 5 speed. good cond. 
great gas mileage. runs excellent. SlCXXl 
call Mark 273-0275 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 CU repair). 
Deliquent tax property. Repossessions. 
call 1-805-687-6000 ext. GH-4628 for 
current repo list. 
HP 41CX. $140 obo. w/odvantage pak 
S 160. 281 -4366 eves. 
Boa Constrictors 2 years old. 3 ft. very 
tame S50 call Mark 365-7361. 
Surfboard 5'10'squash tri $180275-6104. 
1971 Chevy Camero. Runs good. AM-FM 
Cassette stereo with 40 watt equ.-amp. 
two-tone metallic gold/black paint. 
Sharp car inside and out. MUST SEE. 
$2200 or best offer. Call 275-4141 . 
Mercury Marquis 78 Fully loaded 74K 
smooth 460 V8 S 1400 phone 671-2819. 
T-3000 Wilson tennis racket + AM-FM 
Toyota car stereo radio. Both like new. 
Best reasonable offer. 
w) 273-2300 x 194/days/ or h) 658-1828/ 
6pm-midnite nites or anytime wknds/ask 
for Levi Strauss. 
Top Spaid doDy phone persons ·1 troin 
flexible hrs 896-9434 
Need high energy. selfs ta rting soles 
representative mechanically inclined to 
cover our north Florida central Florida . 
south Georgia a nd south Alabama 
terri tory. Our company ls fast growing. 
innovative. and a leader in the 
polyurethane foam industry. Send 
resume. Foamcraft Inc., 6235 S. Mcintosh 
Rd.. Sarasota FL 33535. ATTN: Mr. 
Eisemann or can (813) 921.Q650. 
Evening waitress needed for restaurant 
In OviedO.UCF area. Please con 365-
2435. 
Lost your student aid don't dropout 
lucrative part/ full time jobs make $1600 
In few short weeks work from home or 
office & study at same time money for 
your tuition fun & future call CHOMA 
As.50CIATES today 628-1290. 
Light Delivery need car flexible hrs. cash 
paid daily 896-9434. 
Earn up to $1000 weekly, stuffing 
envelopes at home. Send SASE to: 
Worldwide Mailers, 4270 Aioma Ave .. 
Suite 124-51 C Winter Park, FL 32792 
Adv_ertlsing reps/new publication 
serving Seminole county prefer 
marketing majors with excellent sales 
aptitude 682-7166. 
Fraternity or Sorority fundraislng 896-
PROFESSIONAL TYPI G 
•One e from UCF Carrpus• 
Al types of student documents. Some 
day service available. IBM letter quality 
word proceSS1ng. 
Fast • Professional •Accura te 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Excellent typing/word processing. 
Editing. Theses. 273-7591. 
Resumes and cover letters 
Designed I Revised I Typed - 657.0079 
Executive word processing services 
Term papers. theses. resumes. 
manuscripts. 15 yrs experience. Pick-
up/delivery service available. 
Academic needs may by professional 
typist. 15% student d iscount 24 hour 
message center 277-0329 
Typing services in my home. 
Reasonable. Coll Ruth Richerds - 894-
7169. 
Leave your term paper to us. Typing 
reasonable rates 699-4893 Bobby. 
TYPING - accurate typing from your 
copy. Resumes, term papers, notary, 876-
4126. 
Fast efficient typing. Goad Rates! 2-
miles from campus. Call 657-3502. 
Automated Word-Processing SeNlce: 
Horse welcome. Housemate wanted, 
own BR, bath on small farm 8 miles to 
UCF. Non-smoking. $250/m. 365-7581. 
SPECIAL - 1 month free rent. Brand new 2 
bedm. 2 1/2 bath townhomes near UCF. 
Equipped kitchen & verticals. Private. 
$450/month call John at 644-5385. Don 
Gallagher, Inc. 
!i~~!!~~~ i111 tlllifi' 
We do dissertations resumes term 
papers and typing of any kind. contact: 
Kathleen 
Widger281-7612. 
TYPING SEfNICES 
Thesis. reports. forms. letters. statistical 
(Edited) - all phases of typing. $2.00 per 
page & up. Cail Beverly Sparks at 629-
2046. 
Tired or Apt Life? 
3 bed 2 bath with single garage 
furnished and very clean all appliances 
and washer dryer. Walk to UCF all for 
S575.00 260-0782 Broker/owner. 
Availalbe immediately near UCF 1 bdr 
l bth $295 2bdr /1 bth $400 425-0470 
Fox Hunt Lanes Townhouse 2 bedroom 2 
both with washer and dryer. One month 
FREE rent with 12 month lease. 
$500/month $500 dep. Mark 365-7361 . 
FURNISHED condo, 5 ml UCF, share 
w/professlonal male. PUt rm/bath, 
amenities, NICE. Mature male or female 
OK. $215, 1/2 elec/pho. No pets. Avail. 
May 24 645-5706. 
Apartment for rent. will pay 50$ cash to 
take over 4 month lease great for 
summer session Un. Villas 340 w/furniture 
call Kathy - 275-3377. 
Avail. from May 1. male rm/mate - own 
room only $168 (rent & elect.) the 
unfurnished apt. Is behind Pizza Hut 5 min. 
to UCF. Call Gazi or Roy at 273-8256, 
leave you r:ness. on answering mach. 
lilflilCtll'I 
Graduating? Great! Put yourself in a new 
or used car with 90-days deferred 
payments. To qualify d ial 678-1717 and 
ask for Billy Betterton. 
envelopes at home. Start immediately 
write: Hamilton Mailers, 5471 Lake Howell 
Road, Suite 128, Winter Park, Florida 
32792 
Xtra Super Food Centers 
517 S. Semoran Blvd. 
Winter Park, Florida 32792 
The largest and most unique Food 
center in Florida is looking for applicants 
to fill many part-time positions In Its 
Universlty-436 location. This Mega-
Market style store. would be an 
excellent opportunity for people with 
'conventional supermarket' experience 
to enhance their business job resume 
and gain experience in the "Marketing 
Concept' of the future! Applications are 
being conducted by apoolntment 
each Thursday 9:30 a .m. to 3:00 p.m. 
Summer internship for Carnation Ice 
Cream Merchandiser 40 hrs per week 
competitive hourly rate must have own 
car junior and seniors call 657-6021 for 
interview. 
Expanding retail firm is looking for full and 
part time summer sales help. No 
experience required. Days, nights, and 
weekends hours available. Hourly plus 
commission average pay $5.00 to 
S 10.00 per hour. Great summer job for 
college students. Recreational Factory 
Warehouse 291-1604 Mr. Martin. 
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight attendants. 
travel agents. mechanics. customer 
service. Listings. Salaries to SSOK. Entry 
level positions. Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext. A-
4628. 
Students needed to clean homes. Hours 
to fit schedule. Cail 699-1636. 
Excellent income for house assembly 
work. For Info call 504-646-1700. Dept. P-
307. 
Louie's 
Fish Fry 
1 
"CHAR-BROILED PICNIC STYLE" 
Fish, Hamburgers & Foot-Long Hot Dogs 
658·0555 
E. HIGHWAY 50, NEXT TO WAL-MART 
between Dean Rd. & Alafaya Tr. 
EAT IN or TAKE OUT 
CALL AHEAD FOR FASTER SERVICE PLEASE!I 
• FREE DRINKS with food purchase & student l.D. 
-----
--------------------t- FISH & CHIPS I 
"' ~ WITH DRINK I :~ .e1 $2.79 I 
'E .~ off er good with coupon only I 
M ~ 0 E COUPO PER PERSON E~~,,~~s I 
·--------------------------J 
ABORTION SEfNICES. birth control 
Information, pregnancy tests and 
counselling. VD screening. low cost, 
confidential services and general 
anesthesia. 898-0921 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
Financial aid for college is available 
RESULTS GUARANTEED! Coll 1-800-USA-
1221 ext0627 
FOREIGN STUDENTS: Get a job before 
you graduate and stay in US under new 
law. Send S l 9.95 for this step-by-step 
guide. Young & Co.. PO Box 241090, 
Memphis TN 38124-1090 
JANUS CAREER SEfNICES 
Let us direct your career search. · -
Resumes - interviews - testing - support 
until employed. Call 628-1090. 
EARN up to 5750 next weekend. Send $4 
. Young & co .. PO 241090. Memphis. l'N 
38124-1090 
liilllifli1'tlll 
FAST TYPING SERVICE 
Quick Professional Services. Ail work 
prepared on commercial word 
processors for error free neatness. We 
use IBM Equipment Letter quality printer 
not dot-matrix. Free rough drafts and 
revisions. Same day. weekend and 
overnight service available. Over 14,500 
satisfied students. Call 671-m7 
TYPING. Fast, accurate, reasonable. 
Close to campus. Call Berny 282-4168 
Need a typist? Call Colleen - 859-1222 
Need anyting typed? Call Jean at 628-
2608. s 1.40/pg. 
SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM $279 
Lowest Scheduled Airfares to all of 
Europe (800) 325-2222 dept 490 
Wanted Softball players mens C League 
Winter Park Tues nites call John 896-7014. 
Kasha, 
Happy 19th! Have a great day. I love 
you. 
Paul 
Rock. 
Let's play on the monkey bars. Your 
place or mine. 
Albertsons 
S.G. dogs go down on Friday! 
Dear Fred, 
Just want you to know our nerves are 
shot, our eyes are red, and if we knew 
what your car looked like, you would be 
dead! Hal Actually we've kinda sorta 
had fun covering city ~ 
commissions. cops and murders. 
Love. 
PA 
P.S. 
Whet was the most romantic thing thot 
ever happened to you? 
Student Academic Resource Cent.er 
can help. 
We have all you'll ever need: videos, 
computers, prep material, etc .... 
SARC is a Resource Center utilizing 
audio/visual, computer and printed material 
and the personal guidance of a qualified staff 
for self-paced studies. SARC is structured to 
keep flexibility and individualized needs in 
mind. 
We can also help you with Term 
Papers and Study Skills. 
Contact us for information on our wide 
range of services. 
Located in PCl-102 Phone: 281-5130 
Office of Undergraduate Studies 
• 
• 
• 
" 
pass over Alumni 24-18 
by Chod Solinas 
ASST SPORTS EDITOR 
Behind the passing attack 
of Darin Slack, the UCF 
varsity team defeated the 
surprising Alumni, 24-18. 
The game, played in front 
of more than 500 fans at the 
Florida Citrus Bowl, raised 
proceeds that will go to the 
Craig Swick Scholarship 
Fund. Swick, a former 
defensive back for the 
Knights, died of cancer last 
year. The fund will provide 
grant-in-aid for UCF 
athletes. 
Slack led UCF's passing 
game. The senior starting 
quarterback completed 12 of 
18 passes for 200 yards and 
three touchdowns. Slack, 
who was questionable for the 
game due to an ankle injury 
sustained early in the week, 
connected on his three 
touchdowns in the first half. 
Wide receiver Bernard 
Ford caught two touchdowns 
of 43 and seven yards, while 
fullback Ralph Brockington 
caught the other one, a 19-
yarder. 
While UCF's passing 
game was sharp, the 
rushing attack took the 
night off. With the 
graduation of Aaron Sam 
and Elgin Davis, the 
Knights could only muster 
52 yards in 30 carries. 
Coach Gene McDowell 
countered: "We wanted to 
throw a lot. We were capable 
of running on them if we 
wanted to." 
However, McDowell's Joe Weinstein/Central Florida Future 
inexperienced offensive 
line gave up five sacks, 
including once for a safety. 
The coach admits that this is 
his team's weakness. UCF 
lost four offensive linemen 
Kevin Helms, the varsity quarterback looks for an open 
receiver in the Alum-Varsity game Friday night. 
defense. 
squad, 
The defensive 
returning ten 
collected by the defense, 
including two in the end 
Joe Welns1eln/Central Florida Future 
·to graduation, and another 
one to injury. 
What saved the game for 
the Knights was as couple of 
key interceptions b:y the UCF 
players, gave up 279 yards 
and two touchdowns to the 
lesser-practiced Alumni. 
zone. · Cornerback Reggie 
Edwards picked off two, 
while safety Keith Evans 
and linebackers Wyatt 
Bogan and Brian Hessinger 
added one apiece. 
I Don Jonas, UCF football coach in '79 and '80, receives 
protection from former running back star Mike Stapp. Five interceptions were 
1111111 
Grey pigeons 
fowl play 
A little birdie told me ... 
Did anyone out there 
witness the unusual event in r•·1t1!@1J~gjtfjliJlii,ll!~: 
the top of the third inning in 
the Mets-Braves game? 
While most of the world was 
watching John McEnroe beat 
on his racket, an innocent 
pigeon was crue11y knocked 
out of flight and sent 
spiraling downward to left '-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ field of Shea Stadium. 
Di 0 n James' a ro 0 k i e I ' Joe Wein~eln/Central Florida Future 
outfielder for Atlanta, popped Kathy Pell, a UCF womens tennis player, prepares to backhand the ball 
a fly ball which appeared to back to her opponent. 
f:fr•at~1~ di:·:~y t~:~r~ Team lobs record to 12-9 
McReynold's glove - but 
this ball had another 
destiny. McReynolds trotted by Chad Salinas 
up to play this easy out, until ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
the ball dropped ten yards 
and straight down in front of 
him. Soon after the ball fell 
to the manicured grass of left 
field, the pigeon followed 
suit. 
McReynolds was angry 
and shocked at the loss of the 
out and the loss of the cute 
grey pigeon. Shortstop 
Raf el antana picked up 
the bird b its feet alked 
cro the infield and 
handed the de d bird to fi 
di ted b t girl. 
Heck Dion not only got a 
double off the play he 
SEE BIRDIES PAGE 14 
The UCF men's team finished off 
its 1987 season with three 
consecutive wins and raised its 
final record to 12-9. 
In Thursday's match against 
Central Connecticut, the Knights 
jumped out to a 4-2 1ead after the 
singles play, en route to a 6-3 
victory. 
UCF number one player, junior 
Jeff Davis, swept a pair of 7-5 sets. 
Two ervice breaks were enough to 
lead Davi past Jay Berman. 
Junior Paul Marshall had his 
problem with CC s Chris Gaudreau. 
larshall fell victim to a couple of 
service breaks and ended up with a 
4-6, 4-6 loss. 
Freshman Tom Cail, UCF's 
number three player, had a three-set 
battle with Tom Fleischer. Cail 
dropped the first set, 2-6 but came 
back to win the last two, 6-3, 6-2. 
The other three-set single's contest 
was Pat Curry's. The Knight 
freshman dropped the second set, but 
held on to win a 6-4, 2-6, 6-1 decision 
over Alan Stowronek. 
Jose Perez was defeated in a two-
set match. CC's Thomas Ries was 
too consistent for Perez to handle. 
In the final singles match, Knight 
David Cohen breezed by Bob Carey. 
Cohen dominated the entire match 
en route to a 6-1, 6-1 victory. 
SEE TENNIS PAGE 12 
Clower to perform 
after Rollins game 
Staff Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF baseball team will be hosting a 
unique doubleheader, Wednesday at 6:00 
p.m. The Knights will take on cross-town 
rival Rollins College, then after the game, 
Jerry Clower will entertain the crowd. 
Clower is a humorist, who has been named 
country comic of the year for nine 
consecutive years (19 73-81 ). He provides 
good "family" entertainment. Tickets are 
five dollars for adults and two dollars for 
children. Students will be admitted free will 
-a validated I.D. 
"We are excited about having Jerry Clower 
with us on our campus," Head Coach Jay 
Bergman said,"I'm sure his performance 
will be fun for the whole family." 
UCF has beaten Rollins twice already this 
season 
12, The Central Rorlda Futue. April 14, 1987 
TENNIS 
FROM PAGE 11 
In doubles' action, UCF 
won two of the three contests. 
The number one team of 
Davis and Cail lost a tough 
first-set tie-breaker on their 
way to a two-set loss. CC's 
Berman/Gaudreau team 
won the 7-6, 6-3 match. 
UCF combo gave up only five came away with a 6-4, 7-6 
games in their 6-4, 6-1 win. 
Perez and Cohen teamed up 
to win a three-set marathon 
against the team of 
Stowronek and Carey. The 
Knights dropped the second 
set, but came back strong for 
(17-15) win. 
Marshall, like every other 
Knight, won in straight sets. 
Marshall defeated Mike 
Phillipe, 7-5, 6-1, while Cail 
blew by Jeff Strong, 6-3, 6-3. 
a 7-5, 3-6, 6-3 victory. Curry gave up five games 
On Saturday, April 4, the in his match against Don 
Knights blanked the visiting Turner. Curry was too much 
FIT squad. Davis eased by for the Panther to handle, 
Kevin Comstock in the first . and eased to a 6-2, 6-3 
set, but struggled in the victory. 
Perez dominated FIT' s 
Mavim. Perez shut out his 
opponent in the first set to 
cruise to a 6-0, 6-2 win. 
Meanwhile, FIT's Hank 
Van Meeteven was 
completely shut out by 
Cohen . Cohen was too 
powerful in his 6-0, 6-0 
thrashing of the Panther. 
squad h eld on for their 
victory. After winning the 
first set, 6-4, the Knights 
squad sqeaked out a 7-5 win 
for the match. 
In the final doubles contest, 
Cohen and Mark Cochran 
teamed up for a 6-4, 7-5 
triumph over Mavin and 
Van Meeteven. 
The second-ranked duo of 
Marshall/Curry blew by the 
Fleischer/Reis team. The second. UCF's top player In the battle of Joses, UCF's 
UCF's number one doubles 
team defeated the Comstock/ 
Strong combo, 6-3, 6-4 and 
the Knights' second-ranked 
In their final match of the 
season, Coach Ran y 
Romero's Knights blanked 
Stetson, 9-0. 
like earn Would you 
$1,000 a week? 
So would we. 
But in the meantime, you can work for The Central Florida Future. 
We are currently accepting applications for Sports ·and News 
reporters. 
No experience necessary! 
The Central Florida Future 
Experience worth 1,000 A's 
For more information, call 275-2865 and ask for Chad (Sports) or 
Kathy (News). 
THE 19TH STUDENT SENATE REPORT 
22ND SESSION APRIL 8, 1987 
MEASURES IN COMMITTEE 
BILLS: 
19-47 
19-48 
Revising Statutes- 608.A): This bill clarifies the duties of the student Government Secretary 
In reQards to Election Statutes (Coniglio, Assigned to EA) 
Revising Statutes- 400.4 II): This bill clarifies the procedures In swearing in a Student 
Government Offficer (Wendrzyk, Assigned to LJR) 
MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING 
BILLS: 
19-38 
19-39 
19-42 
19-43 
Establishing the 1987-88 Activity and Service Fee Budget: This bill shows the Activities and 
Service Fees Budget for the 1987-88 school rear (OAF. 19-Y) 
Activity and Service Fee Stipulations: This bil sets the stipulations for funding through the 
Activities and Serivce Fee (OAF. 20-Y) 
Establishing the Scholarship Foundation in the Finance Code: This bill redefines statutes in 
establishing a Scholarship Foundation (Wendrzyk, 17-Y) 
Appointee Eliglbl llty: This Bill states that a candidate for appointment to any Student 
Government position must have eligibility clearance before his/her appointment (Pellerin, 
19-44 18-Y) 
RESOLUTIONS: 
19-24 CPR and First Aid Certification for All UCF Faculty and Staff: This resolution states that all 
19-25 
19-26 
faculty should be versed in the techniques of CPR and First Aid (Pellerin, 18-Y) 
Revising Chapter 807 of the Finance Code: This resolution revises sections of the 
finance code dealing with the Scholarship Account (Wendrzyk. 18-Y) 
Addressing Invitations to Administrators: This resolution creates a new subsection of the 
duties of the Vice President to Include inviting administrators to Senate meetings 
(Wendrzyk, 17-Y) 
•• Legisla tion In Committee Is Introduced by Senators. and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes. , 
cao FUNDING 
Did you know tha t your club or organization ~ be etigible for S250.00 in Office Supplies a nd /or 
Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addittion. if your club wiB be attending aconference or 
convention it may be eligible for up to S300.00 to cover registration fees. Either way. stop by the 
Student Government Offices. SC 155. and ask for a Clubs and Organizations Funds. or Travel Funds, 
Request Form 
CONFIRMATIONS 
The Senate confirmed the 
following people to Student 
Government positions: 
Rich Woodruff 
Arts & Science #6 
13-Y. 2-N 
Rick Hanson 
Bus#6 
13-Y, 2-N, 1-PR 
SENATE MEETINGS 
Students are invited to attend all Senate 
meetings. and to express any ideas or 
problems that they fell the Senate 
should work on. Senate meetings are 
held on Thursdays at 3:00 in the Tropical 
Oasis. 
STUDENTS 
If you hove any comments, questions or 
concerns about the Sena te Report, or 
a ny legislation, please contac t JJ 
Mandato a t x2191 or in SC 151. 
Student Government is funded through 
the Activities and Service fee as 
allocated by the Student Government 
of the University of Central Florida. 
SENATE COMMITIEES review and amend all Legislation before it is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. 
The following are descrptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings'. 
OAF Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance 
and any leg' lotion requesting funding. Wednesdays @ 4:00 pm in the Senate Work Room 
C&O Travel Clubs a nd Organizations: This committee decides whether a c lub receives funds for Office 
Supplies/Advertising or Conference Registration. Tuesdays @ 5:00 pm in the Senate Work Room 
UR Legislative Judicial and Rules: Th' committee reviews legislation o change the Constitution. Statutes 
or Rules and Procedures. Wednesdays @ 4:00 pm in the Student Acitivites Center 
SP Services and Public ity: This COIT' · ee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with Student 
Go emment Se ·ces and Publcity. Mondays @ 4:00 pm in the Senate Work Room 
EA Elections and Appointments: Th" comm· ee rev ews a ll S.G. Appointments, and recommenda ·ons 
for changes o the Bee ·on Statu es. Tuesdays @ 6:00 pm in the Senate Work Room 
PR·Prese (no enoug informonoo./ Die o decide) AB-Abs a (c o e es ) Y- es N- o Paid Adveft6ef'Oefl 
ARTS & SCIENCES 
· Karen Towles 
Kim DeVogel 
Mark Hayes 
Bob Truett 
Samuel Coniglio 
Rick Woodruff 
Melissa Pellerin 
Scott Jenkins 
Carla Klingler 
OPEN SEAT 
OPEN SEAT 
BUSINESS 
Marlo Ponce 
OPEN SEAT 
OPEN SEAT 
John White 
Ken Barr 
Rick Hansen 
Jason Allison 
Meade Parks 
David Thollander 
EDUCATION 
Fred Schmidt 
Susan Schmid 
Pro Tern Wolf 
OPEN SEAT 
Candace Cline 
ENGINEERING 
Bryan Martinez 
Cindy Deal 
Chris Carter 
Tony Wendrzyk 
Keith White 
Brian Thomas 
HEALTH 
William Bollt 
Jeannie Saul 
LIBERAL STUDIES 
Megan O'Neill 
AT-LARGE 
Roy Red 
BREVA RD 
OPEN SEAT 
DAYTO NA 
OPEN SEAT 
SOUTH ORLANDO 
OPE SEAT 
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Discount Movie 
Tickets 
at the Kiosk 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• + • 
,J $3.00 . ~1 
'I 
• ! ----• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
General Cinema 
*Altamonte Mall 
*Colonial Promenade 
*Fashion Square 
*Parkwood Plaza 
*Seminole Plaza 
Go to the movies with ... 
Student Government 
14. 1987. 3 
Believe it or not, a bunch of us took in an 
Orlando Twins game last Thursday. 
Bob Cefalo from sports information and . . , ·'="·' ... ~_., . '·. 
my roommate, Tom Davis, joined fellow "·~ ltlll. ~~ · ~ 
Futureites Chad Salinas, Sco.tt Walli?, Todd ~-'. -~-~- _. :~:,. --~J;~~,,:~~~:m$~~~-~ , " 
Lutz and myself down at Tinker Field for ~itnB:~iJful~~l-.~~~~ ~ . . . 
the opening game of the 1987 Orlando Twins final sco e a I b li 10-6 d th 
Wh k? i r w s, e eve, , an ere season. y, you as · littl t "t h" · 1 d I' 
W h d fr t . k t li t f I was e o no p1 c mg mvo ve . ve seen e a ee IC e s, comp men o one ra b · h" · I · h s "th Wh Id 11 t d t t etter p1tc mg m s ow-p1tc softball. 
mi · t?Y wou a co ege s u en go 0 However, if you like high-scoring 
anyy eveknn · h T" k F" Id . d 't games, this is the place to be. One homerun 
ou ow w ere m er ie IS, on h t h"t th M lb . . . ht 
? It, · ht t to th tad' h th s o i e ar oro man sign in ng you. s ng nex e s mm ' ere e fi 1 · " tball Kn" ht h b t h · 1 B center ie d. Another Just cleared the 332 100 ig s ave ea en arc -nva - k · 1 · · Cc th t t b t h l t mar m eft. This .was no game for httle e pas wo years u ave os kid 
homecoming the last three (Yes, I'm still *~he local hitting hero seems to be one 
mad about that.) M k F d b k H · k f h · 
A th 1 d 1 500 ar un er ur . e is nown or is nyway, ere were on y aroun , h h' · d I b 1· h 
I · th t d" h" h · 't 11 11 omerun- ittmg prowess, an e 1eve e peop e m e s a mm, w ic 1sn rea y a h d S b · h h · l 
th t b . L t th d d a a eptem er run wit t e Twms ast a ig. as year, ey cramme aroun R h · 
3 000 I . " th . h year. umor on t e street is that the reason , peop em 1or eu ome opener. h ' I · · I b 11 · h h 
Th Ch I tt 0 · 1 f B it· , e s p aymg mmor eague a is t at e 
. e ar o e r10 es, one .o a imore_s can't hit the curve. 
mii:or league tea~s, wer~ 10 t?wn. This Anyway, some of the fans have really 
excited Chad, who IS an aVI_d ~altimore fan. latched onto this designated hitter. One guy 
However, the rest of us didn t really care k t · U""txn.. ·ff h't ,, h'ff h"t,, ep screaming, vv 111 or i , w 1 or I • 
who won. After all, they both are Double A 1 th' k th t F d b , l d k th t 
· l 1 b m a un er UT!\. a rea y new a . mmor eague c u s. 
We did come away with a few but gee, aren't fans helpful. 
observations, however. The announcer must also be Funderburk's 
*Parking is terrible. I had to box two other friend. He kept announcing his name in a 
cars in with the tank that I drive. Then I sat rolling, booming voice every time he went to 
up in the stands throughout the game th.e plate. After a while, no one was left 
wondering if my car would be in two pieces without a doubt as to which player 
when I got back. · Fi;nderburk ~as. . . 
*The hot dogs made the parking seem 01? top o~ it all, they .giv~ away everything 
good. They were absolutely horrid. I think at this stadmm. Every mmng seems to have 
they saved the leftovers from the UCF a~other gim~ick. I'm surprised the:y didn't 
football games and used them during give away pieces of the turf, or pieces of 
baseball season. Both Bob and I agreed these Funderburk, or my seat. 
were bad. Bob said the beer was good, though. All in all, this was a pretty fun experience. 
I thought the Pepsi was just a little too Bob, Chad and I are going to make this a 
watery. regular hang-out place this summer. Maybe 
*If you want to see a battle between good by the time fall rolls around, we'll be yelling 
pitching, stay away from this park. The at Funderburk as well. 
. DEATH ••• 
-·"· 
OR LIFE! 
•w •w +w "+W •w •w 
2NDANNUAL ·~ 
Talent Show 
Final Competition 
Wednesday, April 15 
Who will 
the winner be? 
in the SCA 
at 7:00pm 
14, The Central Florida Future. April 14. 1987 
Campanis dealt with unfairly 
Time selfishly filis the gap between Al 
Campanis and his first birthday, proof that 
anyone can read a clock's hands but 
precious few can stop their progress. 
The calendar is most definitely ganging 
up on the 70 year-old Campanis, but, at the 
moment, it is the !east of his worries. He is ·-on shaky terms with the media, Major history years ago. Instead, his comments 
League Baseball, blacks everywhere,and should have been dismissed as, in the words 
basically any other human that can produce of Ted Koppel, "an inarticulate old man 
a logical thought. But other than that... unaccustomed to live television." 
The view from this corner, though, is that Friends and acquaintances of Campanis 
Campanis deserved better. swear that he is not the person that his lips 
WHAT? YOU CANNOT BE SERIOUS! make him out to be. "There's no way he 
THE MAN IS A BUM, BIGOT, BONEHEAD would ever say anything like that," said 
·------------..... ea ••• W 8 e. a I.e. 8 ee e 8 a a a ea. I a 
~o.~ &, cJ>" Serving FOOD. 
1JI' ~ &,~ BEER & WINE ~O ~v~ During Features 
U fit ~ CONWAY PLAZA (a $2 Value) 
Curry Ford Rd. & Conway Rd. Coupon Good Sunday 
( ext to stocey's) Through Thursday 
.~ Must be 21 w/ Valid l.D. With c~ Eloplres.Apnl30,1987 
282-3456 ~··························· 
....--------"'"'"'=::::::::::::=-i • • 
"FROM THE HIP" 
- Judd Nel.son 
SHOWTIMES: 
7:30 & 9:45 nightly - $2.00 
Midnight Movie on Fri. & Sat. - $ l .00 
Matinee on Sun. @ 5:00 - $1.00 
With Admission 
on Friday or 
Saturday 
With c~ EllplresApril 30, 1987 
• • e ••a• a a a a a•• e 8 ••a•• I I a e I al\ 
AND DESERVES NOTHING BUT THE Dodger pitcher Rick Honycutt. 1-----
WORST ! Said Bill Cosby: "I think it is silly. He has I -
- - - ----. Wait. If you will just let me exp... apologized and if he or the Dodgers were 
WE'RE TALKING ABOUT A GUY WHO really interested in learning more they 
IS THE ORAL EQUIVALENT TO GERALD should have him go out and do community 
FORD. BACK IN 1968 THIS IDIOT EVEN work." I 
I 
$10.00 OFF' 
on Video Transfers I TRADED AWAY HIS OWN SON! JAMES "All he has ever done is give of himself," WATT IS NOTHING COMPARED TO said Los Angeles manager Tommy Lasorda 
THIS GUY. NO MERCY! through tear-streaked _eyes. "He's never had 
Thanks very much. I'd like my keyboard one prejudiced bone in his body. 
back now. Yet all that remains is an empty desk, 
Transfer your movies, slides & prints to Video Cassettes! I 
:EXPRESS· First off, it must be stated that Campanis' watery eyes, and endless questions about belief that blacks do not occupy more racism in sport. Somehow, this whole thing leadership positions in baseball because they would not be so disturbing if someone like 
' lack "necessities" is complete nonsense. Danny Ainge had made a major muff of the 
The color of a man's skin does not mouth. No such luck. 
determine his managing ability. Whites True, Campanis talked garbage. He 
have been failing in this department for lacked accurate insight. He spoke with the 
I PHOTO I 
years. sensitivity of a public toilet seat. All are 
Campanis does not, however, deserve to be 
unemployed for one goof. On that logic, true. 
George Steinbr.enner would have been Still, Al Campanis deserved better. 
BIRDIES 
FROM PAGE 11 
recorded a birdie on his 
scorecard. 
Let's not get fouled .. .lt has 
been a week and a half since 
the NBA expansion 
committee paired Orlando 
against Miami as tied for 
third in line to receive an 
NBA team. 
the NBA we're serious about 
pro ball in 0-Town. Get 
involved and drop a note to 
Commissioner David Stern. 
The address to write is: 
I 
I 
I 
1 .... HOUR FILM o·ev~LOf'.>ING 
. . 
One coupon per order. $40.00 minimum, please. I 
Good at all 3 locations 
Colonial Promenade University Plaza I 
896-0169 (next to X-TRA) 
679-2272 I Oxford Square 
I guess these guys will do 
anything for a base hit. So, come on UCF let's show 
Commissioner David Stern, 
National Basketball 
Association, 645 fifth Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10022. I 
- - -
260-5850 
-1 
----
Serving The UCF Community 
• Savings Accounts 
• Checking Accounts 
• Daily Interest on 
Checking & Savings 
• New and Used Vehicle Loans 
• Automatic Teller Network 
• Mastercard 
the UCF 
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
Located Right On Campus (across from Bookstore} 
WE'RE HERE FOR YOU 
275-2855 
c 
A beefcake ploy makes money ;~iame~t~~i11t'dl11e .· 
~::@.~~<~< '.·, . ~ ·. "~~:·::'":~.·:,'·~ K,~t:;i::' '":-\~f&~~~~ ·~~ ." 
: .. :·: ·~.·~·-.'·~ • -..·.-..-.. .. I; ''~ ~ :O:~~ ':,;::)v:·~ ~,..,,~ '·~~~~-~~-..:: .. ~ ·~ ". 
,. by Cindy Cowen up the "campus men" calendar. "CJ" ultimately W~ · · · · · -· · · ··· ·· .. '' ··· 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE gets a little more than his money back. f 
Aspiring Business majors out for a buck will 
like this one. A not-so-new idea gets an 
interesting twist in the new movie Campus Man 
starring John Dye, an Andrew McCarthy look-a-
like, and gorgeous babe, or I should say "bod" 
Steve Lyon. 
Dye plays Todd Barrett, a business student at 
The calendar catches the eye of a major .:J 
magazine, Image, that is searching for a "Man ;~% -
of the Eighties," and a man who will eventually t~'.' ' 
represent the magazine in the following year. @ · 
Who is the representative that magnetizes her j~~:\ 
way to Brett? None other than Katherine Van :@~ 
Buren, a pristine magazine editor, played by @~ 
Morgan Fairchild. Brett signs the contract with @t 
reluctance, but out of friendship for Todd. l!!!~ 
• Arizona State University who needs to come up 
with his tuition money and "bing" like a light 
bulb launches one of the biggest beefcake ploys 
ever. A male athlete calendar bearing a few 
measly muscles and flesh, and his roommate, 
BrettWilson (played by .Steve Lyon) is the key. 
The idea for Campus Man was inspired by an Ml~ .,~ 
,, 
:r 
Brett is a champion diver and an Olympic 
candidate, who values his friendship with Barrett 
a little more that he does his diving medals. The 
six foot two inch blonde haired jock will steal 
your heart. 
The twist to the story is a loan shark named 
Catus Jack or "CJ" (played by Miles O'Keeffe), 
who initially loans the money for Barrett to start-
Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures : Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures 
-• Todd Barrett (John Dye,left) relentlessly hounds Brett Wilson (Steve Lyon) to convince him to pose for Barrett's all-male student pin-up calendar 
In Campus Man, a Paramount Pictures Presentation of an RKO Picture. (above, left) Katherine Van Buren (Morgan Fairchild, right) lunches with 
Wilson and Barrett in an effort to persuade Wilson to become the "Man of the '80s" for her national publicity campaign. (above, right). 
ATTENTION r------· GRADUATES RETURN THIS FORM WITH CHECK TO: 
Your GRADUATION CEREMONY 
will be available on VIDEOTAPE 
from WUCF-FM. 
You can order a 14 MINUTE 
(approx.) tape of the 
PROCESSIONAL, OPENING 
REMARKS, CHANGING OF THE 
TASSEL AND PRESENTATION OF 
YOUR DEGREE. 
The cost is $17.00 plus $3.00 for 
shipping and handling. 
Complete and return the following 
form. 
Make check for $20.00 payable to 
"WU CF-FM" 
Please allow a minimum of 8 weeks 
for delivery. 
I WUCF-FM 
I UNIVERSITY OF 
CENTRAL FLORIDA 
I ORLANDO, FL 32816 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
NAME: 
SS#:-~~~~~~~~­
COLLEGE/DEPT:~~~~~~ 
MAILING ADDRESS: 
FORMAT {check one): 
VHS BETA-----
-------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
"Here's a NEW 
TAX LAW tip" 
The new tax law requires that 
all employees file a new Form 
W-4 before October 1, 1987 . . . 
but file it now so you can make 
sure the right amount of tax is 
being withheld. Your employer 
or the IRS has the forms and 
instructions. 
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BUDWEISER •KING OF BEERS •ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC •ST LOUIS 
WAYNE DENSCH, INC. 
U.C.F Rep. Nanci Rothberg, 281-1777 
• 
